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Except of the above and the article below, I have to add some comments to help
people understand what is going on. In plain, if "Deutsche bank" fails[which is
obviously like Merkel and all the supposed "Germans" just another jewish crap
hiding behind Gentiles so that Gentiles will pay the price for all the jews do], what
will cause is a wave like the wave that happened in 2008, leaving millions
homeless, promised life savings out of the window, in the streets and worse.
Because with jews you lose. When jews run this world, the meat grinder is
always open for anyone, at any time, no matter what.

And to be clear with you, all these "Markets" and what most people just don't
have a fucking clue about, are just manifestations of a system the big jews
invented so they can play with the fates of the world from their own home's
comfort, safe and away from all the dangerous Goyim that might realize and want
to end this- at least that is what the jews are always doing with it, their intention
of it. Better call such matters "Matrix control panel" or something in the jewish
language, you can only just imagine, as the yids are nuts. Undoubtedly, its not
that this system or any other in evil in itself, but the paranoid yids do just see this
as they see anything else, from spoons, to forks, to water : A means to enslave
the Goyim and exploit them and cause social change in the way of their "Torah"
decrees. It's after all, their "divine mission".

This in conjunction to the migrant problems and anything else the jews want
done, will obviously kill and destroy even more people, putting whole countries to
just return on the war for a the loaf of bread. As stated in our previous sermons,
there is a high possibility for such incident and things are really unclear, but also,
many economists don't look at matters in a positive sense. We want by all means
Humanity to be spared of this misery, as much as the enemy wants Humanity to
suffer- the enemy is all about suffering. It may or may not happen, but people
need to be aware of what we said and that it was True.

We related this worry of ours to everyone in 2015 and Truth be known, many
times we have stepped one foot beyond the collapse. There has been a constant
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dancing around it. Now that the jews are being revealed, they are pulling up the
fight and they have stepped matters down in outright physical warfare, utilizing
money and debt, but also their "immigration" policies (funded by Soros and other
kikes) and outright wars in the Middle East to wipe out their opposition. The last
time a global recession happened, Hitler emerged and this was necessary so
that Europe would be spared, saving the whole world from Jewish
Bolshevism/Communism - i.e., total slavery for everyone under jews. These
people are banksters and they are nothing but gangsters on a costume of
something useful for society. Every one of the enemy plays their own role, but
they all together write the script and you are always the victim, so cope with it.
They are a Racial Mafia, against all Gentile Races and against everything.
Anyone that watches the world of economics, on the close by knows this and
how relentlessly this system works, above any and all individuals, masses and
life. This is because this is where the jews have power and how they enforce,
bind and control the populace, not because "money" is evil. WW1 and WW2 were
just wars of jewish interest and banking wars. They were nothing more.

Many stupid people who want to take half the red pill and half the blue pill, pin
this to the so called "Zionists". Well, thing is, these Zionists are put in power and
supported by all of their supposedly non-zionist-jewish people, while the funny
"inner opposition" of such doesn't exist at all. Otherwise the so called "Zionists"
would at some point "fall" from "leaders" of the jewish race, but they never, ever,
EVER did, all these 2000's years of history they have. The jew remains
unchanged. This proves beyond a doubt to any retard, that the jews themselves
WANT this, DESIRE this and do EVERYTHING in their power, CONSCIOUSLY
or NOT, to bring this about. But we know the inner Truth which is they are a mind
hive and they don't even have a choice. Even the above logical fact is though
irrefutable. Hundreds of years, the same "Zionists" do lead the jewish race and its
interests. You can never state the same about ANY other Race on the planet, but
jews. They ALWAYS do, so where is the so called "Zionism"? The rest of the blue
pill they can sack up their ass, as the populace now knows the Truth and there is
no going back.

The supposed "expansion" of "England" in India, was also run on the backroom
by the "Rothschilds" and other jews, mostly of the Rabbinical order and class.
Rome and other civilizations have also brought in extinction by this form of
warfare, kings that have been led money in exchange of control, i.e. debt, and
the list goes. Just check the American candidates and you will see- Not only all of
them are jewish, but all of them are owned by the jewish corporations. Following
the so called "Capital" one ends up always looking at the jewish plans.
Democracy has become Democracy and has been hijacked completely, because
they just do not respect the populace at all.

It basically was created for the reason to fool the masses they do have a choice



and keep a whole chimping about this going, to make the expenses of the jews
more hidden from the eyes of the populace. This is why it always just ends in a
fucking disaster, torture and most of the times it’s just inhumane crap that no
logical being can comprehend, such as the fact that somehow you have to pay
for lazy immigruntz who are in your country to "Jihad" and "assimilate" you into
nonexistence. You must also say a whole hearted "thank you" as your daughters
get tortured, gangraped and "culturally enriched". It’s just jews jewing. They tried
to adjust with the times, because the people revolted against their old orders, and
this started from Aryans- but the battle still rages on. Numerous times we have
stated what they think of ALL of us: We are their Goyim (animal) slaves, we are
dumb, we must live and die for them, we are to worship their god, they are to
completely own us and do as they see fit of us. This also manifests in levels such
as the economic one. The only thing that eventually keeps the jews from
attempting to crash the markets, is In fact, the knowledge of what follows.

Never forget: It's Gentiles who have the masses, the power and the abilities to
bring this thing down, there is only a choice and education that is needed.
Literally, enlightenment. We are living in dark times but the sun can still rise up
and eventually it will. The jews want everyone on their knees, enslaved and
suffering, so people will never revolt, get constantly weakened down (economics,
working like slaves eternally, inbreeding, pre-occupied with exceptionally stupid
things etc.) so they can win and enslave everyone. The constant flow of recent
history has been the battle of Gentile Forces, mainly Aryans and their opposition
against the jews. Most people and Gentile Races have just unrightfully fell victims
to that. The Aryans wanted freedom for everyone, sane economic systems, help
for the poor and to assist others to build up themselves either by paradigm or
outright action. But always the jew never let them be, culturally, economically,
religiously or in *ANY* other way. The jews and their lingering religions and
interests have been keeping humanity blind, disoriented and on a constant death
grip. They just always try to act like chameleons, hiding their influence, but with
the eulogies of the Satanic 666 [www=666=internet] then the Truth can finally
come out.

Education and Spiritual Warfare. These things will eventually help us free
Humanity from this death grip.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
_______
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"Global stocks were gripped by a fresh bout of panic selling on Monday, raising
fears over the health of the world's banking system for the first time since the
financial crisis.
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European markets slumped to their lowest level in more than two years amid an
unremittingly bleak outlook for the global economy and concerns over the
resilience of the world's biggest lenders.

The Euro Stoxx 600 index of leading bank shares fell as much as 6pc in
Monday's trading, closing down 5.6pc, plumbing depths not seen since August
2012. The continent's lenders have now lost 17.3pc of their value of the last 30
days.

Volatility forced shares in Barclays to be briefly suspended in late afternoon
trading. Barclays, along with BNP Paribas and ING Santander all closed down
more than 5pc.

• Why this market crash is like nothing we've seen before

Deutsche Bank was world's biggest bank faller, with its shares down as much as
11.8pc. Germany's largest lender, which posted a record loss in 2015, closed
down 9.5pc on the day, and has seen 40pc of its market capitalization wiped off
since the start of the year. Its shares are now down to their lowest ever level at
€13.82 per share.

Deutsche Bank headquarters in Frankfurt

The losses helped push down all Europe's major indices into the red. The FTSE
100 fell 2.7pc, closing below the 5700 mark for the first time since January 20.
Germany's Dax and France's CAC Index both declined 3.3pc and 3.2pc
respectively.

Greece's battered Athens Stock Exchange saw its market capitalization collapse
to levels last seen in 1990.

Banks bore the brunt of the sell-off as the "ugly spectre" of negative interests
rates in two of the world's three largest central banks - Europe and Japan - was
spooking investors, said Jasper Lawler at CMC Markets.

We struggle to remember many occasions when investor sentiment was quite as
bearish and widespread as it feels today
Morgan Stanley

The Bank of Japan joined the negative interest rate club at the end of January.
Japan, along with Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland and the eurozone are
effectively penalizing commercial banks for holding reserves at the central bank.



Negative rates, coupled with weak earnings growth in some of the world's largest
lenders, and concerns over new EU "bail-in" laws designed to force investors to
take the hit from bankruptcies, all weighed on bank shares.

"Investors have significantly reassessed the chance of an earnings turnaround
after years of regulatory fines for past misdeeds", said Mr. Lawler.

Risk-off sentiment dominated in a turbulent day of trading, as safe haven flows
pushed yields on government bonds to fresh lows.

Germany's two-year bund fell to its lowest ever level at -0.506pc, while 10-year
UK gilts declined 13 basis points to 1.43pc - their lowest level since February
2015.

Bearish sentiment was driven by perennial concerns over the health of the
Chinese economy, a strong US dollar, and fears over insipid global growth in
2016.

"We struggle to remember many occasions when investor sentiment was quite as
bearish and widespread as it feels today", said Graham Secker at Morgan
Stanley.

"Sure, 2008 was worse as the global financial crisis and fears of global
depression created panic in markets, but today's cool disdain for risk assets still
takes some beating."

The cost of insuring against default for investment grade bank debt rose to its
highest level since 2013 to 119 basis points.

“Putting on a trade at the moment would feel like standing in front of an oncoming
freight train,” said Juan Esteban Valencia at Societe Generale.”

“There are too many issues to worry about, whether it’s oil, China’s slowdown,
emerging markets or bank exposures to emerging markets and commodities.”
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